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Abstract—WWW has become the center of attraction for business transactions and hence e-commerce due to its ease of use and speed. its ability from tracking the browsing behaviour of any user to even the mouse clicks of any individual has brought the vendor and end customer closer than ever before. WWW has made it possible for vendors to advertise their products i.e. they are personalizing their product messages for individual customers at a very large scale such a phenomenon is termed as mass communication such a utility is not only applicable for e-commerce but also such personalization is aiding several website browsing activities. Any action that tailors the web experience to any individual or several users is termed as web personalization. Web personalization is the method of customizing an internet website to the wants of specific users, taking advantage of the information noninheritable from the analysis of the user’s guidance behaviour(Weblog data) in correlation with alternative data collected within the web context, namely, structure, content and user profile information. The domain of web personalization has gained importance both in the area of research and commerce. In this paper we proposed a framework of web log mining to implicit measures of user interests through Country and predicting users’ future requests in WWW.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the dramatically quick and explosive growth of information available over the Internet, World Wide Web has become a powerful platform to store, broadcast and retrieve information as well as mine useful knowledge. Due to the properties of the huge, diverse, dynamic and unstructured nature of Web data, Web data research has encountered a lot of challenges, such as scalability, multimedia and temporal issues etc. As a result, Web users are always drowning in an “ocean” of information and facing the problem of information overload when interacting with the web. Typically, the following problems are often mentioned in Web related research and applications:

Finding relevant information: To find specific information on the web, users often either browse Web documents directly or use a search engine as a search assistant. When a user utilizes a search engine to locate information, he or she often enters one or several keywords as a query, then the search engine returns a list of ranked pages based on the relevance to the query.

However, there are usually two major concerns associated with the query-based Web search [1]. The first problem is low precision, which is caused by a lot of irrelevant pages returned by the search engine. The second problem is low recall, which is due to the lack of capability of indexing all Web pages available on the Internet. This causes the difficulty in locating the un-indexed information that is actually relevant. How to find more relevant pages to the query, thus, is becoming a popular topic in Web data management in last decade.

Finding needed information: Most search engines perform in a query-triggered way that is mainly on a basis of one keyword or several keywords entered. Sometimes the results returned by the search engine don’t exactly match what a user really needs due to the fact of the existence of the homology.

Learning useful knowledge: With traditional Web search service, query results relevant to query input are returned to Web users in a ranked list of pages. In some cases, we are interested in not only browsing the returned collection of Web pages, but also extracting potentially useful knowledge out of them.

Recommendation/personalization of information: While a user interacts with the web, there is a wide variety of user’s navigational preference, which results in needing different contents and presentations of information. To improve the Internet service quality and increase the user click rate on a specific website, thus, it is necessary for a Web developer or designer to know what the user really wants to do, predict which pages the user is potentially interested in, and present the customized Web pages to the user by learning user navigational pattern knowledge.

The above problems place the existing search engines and other Web applications under significant stress. A variety of efforts have been contributed to deal with these difficulties by developing advanced computational intelligent techniques or algorithms from different research domains, such as database, data mining, machine learning, information retrieval and knowledge management etc. Therefore, the emerging of the Web has put forward a great number of challenges to Web researchers and engineers for web-based data management and Web application development.

II. WEB MINING TECHNIQUES

Nowadays the Internet has been well known as a big data repository consisting of a variety of data types as well as a large amount of unseen informative knowledge, which can be discovered via a wide range of data mining or web mining techniques [2]. All these kinds of techniques are based on intelligent computing approaches, or so-called computational intelligence, which are widely used in the research of database, data mining and information retrieval.
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and so on. Several data mining methods are used to discover the hidden information in the Web. However, Web mining does not only mean applying data mining techniques to the data stored in the Web. The most popular approach in the direction of discovering such knowledge through log files is that of Web mining. The aim of discovering such knowledge through log data is to obtain information about the navigational behavior of the users. This can be used for advertising purposes, for creating dynamic user profiles etc.

Web mining [3,4] is to explore interesting information and potential patterns from the contents of Web page, the information of accessing the Web, page linkages and resources of E-commerce by using techniques of data mining, which can help people extract knowledge, improve Web sites design, and develop e-commerce better.

The usage of the data mining [5] process to these dissimilar data sets is based on the three different research directions in the area of web mining: web content mining, web structure mining and web usage mining.

![Figure1.-Taxonomy of Web Mining](Image)

**WEB CONTENT MINING**-Web content mining [6, 7] is the process of extracting knowledge from the content of a number of web documents. Web structure mining is the process of inferring knowledge from the organization and links on the web, while web usage mining is automatic discovery of user access patterns from web servers.  

**WEB STRUCTURE MINING**- Structure Mining [5, 6] aims at finding the underlying topology of the interconnections between web objects. Web structure mining is concerned with discovering the model underlying the link structures of the web. it is used to study the topology of the hyperlinks with or without the description of the links. This model can be used to categorize web pages and is useful to generate information such the similarity and relationship between different web sites.

**WEB USAGE MINING**- Usage Mining [8] is the application of data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from web data. Data is usually collected from user's interaction with the web, e.g. web/proxy server logs, user queries, registration data. Usage mining tools discover and predict user behavior, in order to help the designer to improve the web site, to attract visitors, or to give regular users a personalized and adaptive service [9].

Web usage mining [10] deals with studying the data generated by the web surfer’s sessions or behaviors. We know that the Web content and structure Mining utilize the real or primary data on the web. On the contrary, Web usage mining mines the secondary data derived from the interactions of the users with the web. The secondary data includes the data from the web server access logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, user profiles, registration data, user sessions or transactions cookies user queries, bookmark data, mouse clicks and scrolls and any other data which are the result of these interactions.

This data can be accumulated by the web server. Analysis of the web access logs of different web sites can facilitates an understanding of the user behaviour and the web structure, thereby improving the design of this colossal collection of information. There are two main approaches in web usage mining driven by the applications of the discoveries.

### III. PSYCHOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS CUSTOMIZED USAGE TRACKING

It is important to note that the success of such applications depend on what and how much valid and reliable knowledge one can discover from the large, raw log data. For effective web usage mining, an important cleaning and data transformation step may be needed before analysis.

Web servers record and accumulate data about user interactions whenever requests for resources are received. Analyzing the web access logs of different web sites can help understand the user behavior and the web structure, thereby improving the design of this colossal collection of resources. There are two main tendencies in Web Usage Mining driven by the applications of the discoveries: General Access Pattern Tracking and Customized Usage Tracking.

The general access pattern tracking analyzes the web logs to understand access patterns and trends. These analyses can shed light on better structure and grouping of resource providers. Many web analysis tools existed but they are limited and usually unsatisfactory.

Customized usage tracking analyzes individual trends. Its purpose is to customize web sites to users. The information displayed the depth of the site structure and the format of the resources can all be dynamically customized for each user over time based on their access patterns. While it is encouraging and exciting to see the various potential applications of web log file analysis, it is important to know that the success of such applications depends on what and how much valid and reliable knowledge one can discover from the large raw log data. Current web servers store limited information about the accesses. Some scripts custom-tailored for some sites may store additional information. However, for an effective web usage mining, an important cleaning and data transformation step before analysis may be needed.

### IV. PROPOSED WORK

“Frequency” and “Duration” are the only two factors in the weight measure for capturing the interest degree of a web page to a user. Due to they are considered two strong indicators for capturing the interest degree of a web page to a user. Some other implicit factors may also indicate users’ interests and preferences in web mining. We proposed a third factor “Country” to indicate users’ interests and preferences.

Every user belongs from a particular Country and every Country has some particular religion, traditions, thinking, faith, market, need of population, customer requirement for example Indian user believes mostly on astrology so content of web page can be changed according to users’ Country.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed work will help to personalize the website according to users’ “Country”. We know that every internet user use one unique IP Address and that IP Address is provided by the ISP(Internet Service Provider). every region has some particular ISP[11] for example for India region BSNL is the major ISP. Through IP Address we can find out the Country of the user and then we can change the content of web pages according to Country to predict the users’ future request.

To find out the Country or location of the user we have only one thing that can be uniquely identify the user location that is IP address of the device from where he/she is accessing the internet. Through IP Address we can find out the accurate Country of the user and then we can change the content of web pages according to Country for improving the users’ future request. Now our priority to find out the end user Country from where he/she access the WWW. For this purpose we have to concentrate on IP Address identification. After that we will take a server database (Web log data) for experiment and analyze that data and find a general user access pattern or preferences according to “Country” and then personalize a website according to a user need. After that to increase the accuracy of the results we apply the A priori Algorithm [6, 12] and find out the frequent item set to calculate the Support and Confidence for particular URL or web-pages. From these results we can find out the most visited pages in a particular web-site and we can observe the user interest’s and can customize our web-site according to the user from a particular Country.

V. FRAME WORK FOR PROPOSED WORK

The frame work for Web Data Mining using site’s Web server logs as data source is shown in figure 2-

![Frame work for Proposed Work](image)

Explanation of this Framework for Proposed Work is as follows:-

- We will collect or arrange a Web server access log (Web Log) of any Web-site.
- In the second step we will identify the User’s Country from the IP address means we will identify that user belong to which region?
- In the third step Parsing [13, 15] will be performed on that database means apply the method of converting the unstructured data (raw data) generated from web server log into structured data (HTML table or Data base table).
- The primary objective of Web mining is to discover interesting patterns in accesses to various Web pages within the Web space associated with a particular server [14]. The server logs contain the entries that are redundant or irrelevant for those web mining tasks. For example, all the image files entries are relevant or redundant. As a URL with several image files is selected, the images are transferred to the client machine and these files are recorded in the log file as independent entries. For our purposes, image files without a hyper link can be ignored because they are not used to visit another pages.

An image file with a hyper link is redundant since as a client selects the hyper link, the destination URL will be recorded in the log. A similar situation exists with regards to image map files. Unless the task is to determine which display is better to attract the clients to visit certain URLs, we can remove all these redundant log eateries for the Web mining tasks. We call this process Data cleaning.

Data cleaning [13, 15] is performed by checking the suffix of the URL name. All the URL entries with filename suffixes such as jpeg, jpg and map are removed from the log. Data cleaning process also involves the selection of a subset of the fields that are relevant for the data mining tasks. The fields of interest are IP address, user id, access time and the URL. After the log entries are cleaned; the log data is converted into a form suitable for a specific Web mining task.

So in this step of Data Cleaning we remove the url which contain the images as a destination.

- In the next step, after the log entries are cleaned, the log data is converted into a form suitable for a specific Web Mining Tasks or the data are transformed or consolidate into forms appropriate for Web mining [13].
- This transformation is accomplished according to the transaction model for that particular task (e.g., association rule) to get the required result and analysis.
- Log analysis [16] is regarded as one of method used in the Web Mining Process. The purpose of Web Mining is to apply statistical and data mining techniques to the pre-processed Web log data, in order to discover useful pattern. The most common and simple method that can apply to such data is statistical analysis.

- In this step we will apply Web log Statistical analysis on that database to find out Frequency of Visitors from different Countries, Page accessed Frequency from a particular Country, Number of Visitors per Hour, Most visited pages in a web-site.

- In the second last step we will apply A-priori Algorithm to the database to compute frequent item sets and then determine the Support and Confidence for different url of a web-site.

- Knowledge Discovery [17] is the final step in which the discovered knowledge is visually represented to the user. This essential step uses visualization techniques to help users understand and interpret the web analysis result. They can be displayed as raw data, tables, graphs, bar-chart, rules and pie-charts. This process is tried to make the analysis results easier to be used and more understandable.

VI. CONCLUSION

The web is a very essential means to carry out business and commerce so the design of web pages is highly essential for the system managers and web creators. These characteristics have huge impact on the number of users who access the page. Therefore the web analyzer has to examine with the data of server log file for identifying the navigation pattern.

The implemented framework is efficiently discovering the knowledge from web server log data using web log analysis and association rule technology Apriori algorithm.
By applying Web log Statistical analysis and Apriori Algorithm we will get web analysis result in the form of Bar-Charts, Pie-Chart, Graphs and association rules on the basis of different parameters like Country, Links accessed, No. of Visitors and frequency of different parameters to extract the following information:

i. Prediction of the user’s behavior within the site.
ii. General behavior patterns across all users.
iii. Adjustment of the Web-site to the interest of its users.
iv. Prediction of the user’s behavior according to Country.
v. Prediction of the user’s behavior according to most active country.

Our paper will provide a frame work to predictions to web site designer based on discovered rules from web server log on the basis of Country. Considering these rules web site designer can make appropriate adjustment into the index page and URL links effective and easy navigation through web sites.

The Generated association rules from web server log may be used to predict the next likely HTTP request from end user. The evaluation of pattern (according to country) can be carried out in an integrated manner for problems like link prediction. It is obvious that enhanced pattern discovery provides highly accurate guessing of a Web user’s future visit if the user’s pattern can be exactly determined.
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